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1. Introduction

Visually grounded paraphrases (VGPs) [1] are
paraphrase-like expressions that refer to the same vi-
sual concept in an image. For example, “a squirrel” and “a
brown squirrel,” “a green glass bottle” and “a beer” for the
images in Figure 1 are VGPs. Such textual representations
can benefit various vision and language tasks such as
captioning and visual question answering, where the same
visual concept can be described in different ways.

We analyze VGPs on the Flickr30k entities dataset [2],
and find that many of VGPs have high lexical similarity.
Thus language clues often provide strong prior for VGP
identification. For such VGPs, visual clues could lead to er-
rors due to inaccurate visual grounding. On the other hand,
many VGPs are difficult to be identified by language clues
only.

Based on the observations, we propose a VGP identifica-
tion model, which adaptively controls the weights for each
modality based on input visual and language clues. Given
a pair of phrases and a corresponding image, our model
first applies phrase localization to get an image region for
each phrase. Language features are then extracted from the
phrases, and visual features are extracted from localized im-
age regions. Phrase localization is a challenging task, and
even the state-of-the-art model could fail to detect image
regions for input phrases, which means that the visual fea-
tures can be completely spoiled. Our gating mechanism al-
leviates this issue by adaptively adjusting the weights for
each modality. We expect the gating mechanism to use reli-
able modality more. The model predicts the probability that
the input phrases are VGPs based on the features fused with
their weights.

2. Our Model

We propose a VGP identification model with a gating
mechanism (Figure 2). The model takes a pair of phrases
and the associated image as input and predicts whether the
input phrases are VGPs or not. The gating mechanism con-
trols weights for each modality based on the input.

For phrase features, we use the 300-D word2vec word
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Figure 1. In the top example, input phrase pairs can be easily in-
ferred that they are describing the same visual concept. On the
other hand, for lexically dissimilar VGPs in the bottom example,
visual clues can be helpful to estimate whether the two phrases
describe the same visual concept in the image.

embeddings trained on the Google News corpus1. The
word embeddings in a phrase are average-pooled to obtain a
phrase embedding. Each phrase embedding goes through a
two-layer MLP network with ReLU nonlinearity. We com-
pute embeddings for each of an input phrase pair, and merge
them by adding to produce phrase features xl ∈ R1000.

To obtain visual features, our model localizes the input
phrase in the image and extracts visual features from the
detected image regions. We employ the phrase localization
method [5] in our experiments. After obtaining a corre-
sponding image region for each phrase, we extract an image
region embedding with VGG16 [4] as in Faster R-CNN [3].
The image region embeddings are then fed into a two-layer
MLP. The embeddings of the image regions are fused by
adding to obtain output visual feature xv ∈ R1000.

Our gating mechanism computes how much each modal-
ity should contribute for final output of VGP identification.
Let gl and gv be the weights for language and visual fea-
tures, respectively. They are computed by

gl = σ(Ul[xv,xl] + sl) (1)
gv = σ(Uv[xv,xl] + sv), (2)

1https://github.com/mmihaltz/word2vec-GoogleNews-vectors
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Figure 2. An overview of our VGP identification model.

where σ is the sigmoid nonlinearity and [·, ·] is the concate-
nation. After a fully-connected layer, the language and vi-
sual features are fused using the weights as

y = gl � tanh(Wlxl + bl)

+gv � tanh(Wvxv + bv), (3)

where� is the element-wise product and y ∈ R300. Finally,
we feed the gate network’s output y to a two-layer MLP
network to compute the probability of being VGPs.

3. Experiments
We evaluated our model on the Flicker30K entities

dataset [2]. The performance of the following baseline
models is also reported. Word-overlap predicts VGPs
based on Jaccard similarity between phrases. Phrase-only
model is a variant of our full model but uses only phrase
features. Visual-only model, on the other hand, uses only
visual-features. The first two are blind models, which do
not use images, and the last one is without language clues.

Our model outperformed the baseline models. On the
other hand, the word overlap and the phrase-only models
demonstrate that the blind models are very efficient on this
dataset. The main reason for the high F1 score of the word
overlap model is that the Flickr30k entities dataset con-
tains many lexically similar VGPs. Comparison between
the word overlap and phrase-only models suggests the effi-
ciency of the learned language features.

We also investigated the effects of the performance of
phrase localization on our full model. Figure 3 shows that

Table 1. F1, precision, and recall scores of VGP identification on
the Flickr 30k entities dataset.

Method F1 Prec. Rec.
[1] 84.16 82.71 85.67
Word-overlap 61.25 74.15 52.18
Phrase-only 85.66 84.72 86.61
Visual-only 66.36 60.92 72.87
Ours 86.48 85.81 87.16
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Figure 3. F1 scores computed for phrase pairs with different IoUs.

our model got some gains from visual features when phrases
are successfully localized, i.e., the average IoU is more than
0.5; otherwise, the performance drops compared to phrase-
only models.

4. Conclusion
We proposed a gating mechanism for VGP identification.

We observed that phrase features are often enough for lexi-
cally similar VGPs, but the visual features can improve the
performance when phrase localization is accurate. Our gat-
ing mechanism learns to control the weights for each modal-
ity, and experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness
of the proposed model.
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